European precision. Kiwi ingenuity.

Building a home is a significant financial and emotional
investment. It makes sense to dedicate the best
expertise and skills to ensure you get the best value
and quality. A traditional building approach often
makes that really challenging. But the way houses are
built just got a whole lot better.

What is Concision?

Concision builds homes differently and improves the build process
in terms of speed and quality. It is a proven approach that has
been used in Europe, Japan and North America for decades.
Combining digital technology with manufacturing precision,
Concision takes building designs and plans through a staged
production operation within its Christchurch factory. This process
is enabled by specialised, industry-leading Weinmann plant and
equipment imported from Germany.

The Concision factory acts as a single location for most of
the trades and processes involved in a building project. So
the majority of construction work is undertaken in one place
ensuring less waste in terms of time and materials, and the
highest quality of construction output.
Every element a perfect fit.

The Concision process

1. Design

2. Digitise

3. Measure

4. Cut

5. Insulate

Your new building project
is designed by your design
and building supplier,
and these comprehensive
plans are forwarded to
Concision.

Designs are translated
into digital files that
run the Concision CNC
machinery. Concision
uses European software
package Cadwork,
designed specifically to
support this machinery.

A high degree of accuracy
in measurements
(+-0.5mm) is achieved
because the machinery
used to produce all of
the building elements is
digitally controlled.

To ensure the integrity
and accuracy of each
element, all timber is cut
on-site using a high-tech
5 axis CNC controlled
saw. The saw operates
virtually hands-free with
automatic in-feed and
out-feed features.

Concision buildings are
insulated to the R value
appropriate to your
location. Because the
insulation is installed to
precise procedures and
tolerances, maximum
insulation benefits are
always achieved.

How does it work?
Concision is a complementary system to traditional
building. The unique software takes house designs and
working drawings and translates them into production
stages within the factory. Trained technicians then
oversee the entire production process, with rigorous
quality control checks in place throughout each stage.
The Concision machinery produces the walls, floors
and roof panels of a house in the factory with all
insulation, cabling, plumbing and plastering included
in the efficient manufacturing process.
Once the house structure is built in panels it is
transported to site and fully assembled. At this point
it is ready for connection to services, and for all
finishings such as painting, joinery and flooring.

6. Windows

7. Electrics

8. Plumbing

9. Transport

10. Assembly

Homes constructed with
Concision technology use
high quality aluminium
framed double glazed
windows of contemporary
design, to ensure thermal
and noise insulation
standards are met and
that weather tightness is
never an issue.

Throughout the production
process, all electrical
fitting locations are
programmed into the CNC
equipment. This allows for
behind-the-wall electrical
services to be installed
accurately and efficiently
within the factory.

All behind-the-wall
plumbing requirements
are installed in the
factory. This ensures
the accuracy and
efficiency of the build are
maintained. All plumbing
is tested and approved
before the element
leaves the factory.

Wall, roof and floor
elements are transported
to site via a fleet of
purpose-built trailers.
This system has been
specifically designed
to give high freight
efficiency and to ensure
zero damage caused by
freight issues.

Because elements come
to site completed and to
exacting standards of
accuracy, the assembly
process is seamless,
with each element fitting
perfectly. Elements are
joined with proven
technology accepted by all
Councils in New Zealand.

The benefits of Concision
The benefits of using Concision are significant, from a
commercial, environmental and consumer perspective.
Concision delivers pace, efficiency and precision never
before offered in the New Zealand building industry.
Sustainability
The Concision factory-controlled
environment means less waste in
terms of time, energy and materials.
Streamlined automated processes
deliver greater efficiency and
a better use of raw materials.
That means the building of your
home has less of an impact on the
environment.

Speed
Concision builds homes faster
than traditional building. Greater
production capacity and reliance on
machinery means less exposure to
the variables of weather and human
pace and resources. Your house is
constructed in the factory whilst site
preparation is undertaken so you
can be in your new home sooner.

Adaptability
Design flexibility and construction
efficiency are both enhanced rather
than restricted by Concision’s digital
technology. Whatever your needs,
the technology and machinery
can be adapted to individual
requirements.

Peace of mind
Concision’s proven technology and
industry-leading approach gives you
greater security in the build process
and the end product. Concision
delivers better value and a higher
quality of building so you can rest
assured that your investment and
your home is in the best hands.

Quality
Traditional construction relies largely
on human skills and experience
that can sometimes compromise
a consistent standard of work.
Concision’s digital technology
constantly delivers exacting
standards, measures and accuracy
that surpass the quality of traditional
building methods.

Concision and Spanbild
Spanbild Projects Limited is a
distribution channel for Concision
targeting larger scale residential and
commercial solutions, specialising
in the social and affordable housing,
education, multi-storey residential
and commercial buildings sectors.
Leveraging established partnerships
with key design and engineering
providers and operating either
directly to market or via larger scale
construction partnerships, Spanbild
Projects has a solid track record of

creating and delivering a wide range
of buildings solutions utilising the
Concision system.
For more information on
Spanbild Projects, please visit
www.spanbildprojects.co.nz or
contact General Manager Tim Blake
on 027 604 3388.

spanbildprojects.co.nz

concision.co.nz

